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 PRICE LIST 2019 

Thank you firstly for showing interest in our 

products and taking the time to look over our 

Wholesale Pricelist. I will quickly explain a 

little about our business before continuing on 

to the price list.

OUR STORY,

My names Josh, I run a small boutique sawmill 

that specializes in the milling of recycled 

timber, mainly old railway sleepers. My 

passion for recycled timber is immense. The 

qualities and attributes that this timber hides 

is stunning. I love to be able to start with an 

old worn looking piece of timber which many 

folk would regard as ‘firewood’ then mill into 

what can then be called ‘a piece of art’. This is 

a very satisfying and fulfilling business and I 

enjoy every moment of the work we do.

We are now getting to a stage where we have 

fine tuned our sawmilling processes and 

supply to a point where we now wish to move 

into a wholesale role where we can focus on 

production of our products and supplying it all 

over the world so even more people can enjoy 

this beautiful rewarding product.

I look forward to doing business with you and 

working together in the future.

Regards,

Josh



 

CHARACTERISTICS

Clean boards with just the holes from where the dog spikes were once in the 

sleepers to hold the railway line in place.

We can grade these in mixed colours or browns and reds

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTON RETAIL

DBA
2150x200x20mm

Fully Dressed on at least 3 faces

minimum

$44.95

A GRADE DECKING BOARDS



 

CHARACTERISTICS

Small cracks and holes

Corners or edges can be missing in parts

These boards are great as a figured feature wall.

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTON RETAIL

DBB $29.95
2150x200x20mm

Dressed on atleast 3 faces minmum 

B GRADE DECKING BOARDS



These boards are great for people who want to make furniture and benchtops out of used railway sleepers. 

We have done all the hardwork of preparing the timber for use.

We Can mill to any shape and size aslong as it fits into the dimensions of the 

original railway sleeper (2150x225x115mm)

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTON RETAIL

DB-30

DB-40

DB-30

DB-60

Dressed boards 2150x200x30mm

Have at least 3 Clean faces 
$54.95

Dressed boards 2150x200x40mm

Have at least 3 Clean faces
$63.95

Dressed boards 2150x200x50mm

Have at least 3 Clean faces 

DB-60 Dressed boards 2150x200x60mm

Have at least 3 Clean faces

$72.95

$81.95 

DRESSED BOARDS



These boards ad rustic charm and character to any setting they are put into.
These will sell to home DIY’ers, Cafes,

Restaurants, Corporate fitouts and builders etc use them. Every board is unique and they cannot be copied or
replicated hence they are rare and valuable.

The grading on these boards are -A Grade - fully in tact good quality boards – thickness can vary but they are 
still good enough to hold together to be fixed to the wall.

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTON RETAIL

FWB-A

FWB-B

FWB-C

FWB-LE

Feature wall boards 2150x200x20mm

(thickness is only approx.
$36

Feature wall boards 2150x200x20mm

(thickness is only approx.) B Grade $27 

Feature wall boards 2150x150x20mm

(thickness is only approx.). C Grade 

Feature wall boards Live edge 

of sleepers 2150x115x20mm 

$18 

$9 

B Grade – Might not be full 200mm width may be up to 180mm 
width at times but still quite useable
C Grade – Can have small parts missing large cracks and not full 
width but still useable
All prices include GST – FIS (free into store) in SE QLD other areas 
contact us for delivery pricing

FEATURE BOARDS
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